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The 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® desktop processor family delivers amazing business PC experiences for
both end users and IT teams. Featuring an innovative new processor architecture that delivers businessclass performance, comprehensive hardware-based security features, and powerful user experiences,
11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® desktop processors provide an unrivaled PC platform for business —
wherever work happens.
Today, more businesses and outsourced IT service providers are discovering how the built-in benefits of
the Intel vPro® platform can support the device needs of their business PC users — and how these devices
can scale to provide a reliable foundation for growth and business continuity.
The world's best business processor powers the latest Intel vPro® desktop platform,1 and has been
designed to help organizations of all sizes set a new standard in business performance, security, and
remote manageability and stability. The latest Intel vPro® platform enhancements give employees
everything they need to stay productive, protected, and connected while providing IT teams with the right
tools to help manage, maintain, and secure end user devices from anywhere — even if they’re outside the
corporate firewall.
In Windows-based Desktop devices, based on unique features and performance testing (as of April 7, 2021) on industry benchmarks and
Representative Usage Guides across 3 key usages: productivity, creation, and collaboration of Intel® Core™ vPro® i9-11900, including in comparison
to AMD Ryzen 7 Pro 4750G. Visit www.intel.com/11thgenvPro for details. Results may vary.
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Flexible business technology and agility
are now more important than ever.
Our world is changing faster every day. From the recent historic rise of remote work to the growing
adoption of hybrid working models in response, the modern “workplace” is growing more diverse —
and more complex. In response, businesses around the world have had to reevaluate their technology
approach to best support the work-from-anywhere workforce.
With more employees working remotely than ever before, businesses need new strategies for providing
security, fleet manageability, and day-to-day PC troubleshooting that would have otherwise been handled
deskside and in-office. For managed and unmanaged IT teams, selecting and efficiently deploying the right
hardware is essential to achieving positive business results. But ultimately, employees still require a secure,
premium computing experience anytime and anyplace they work, create, and collaborate.
The 11th Gen Intel vPro® platform for business-class desktops is designed to help organizations of all
sizes keep up with the new pace of modern business. This powerful, scalable platform delivers high
performance and comprehensive hardware-based security features for a powerful work experience.
When businesses can support PC needs from anywhere, they are better able to minimize downtime,
make the most of their IT investment, and empower their employees to multitask, analyze, and collaborate
at the speed of modern business.
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The Intel vPro® platform
The Intel vPro® platform delivers a scalable, reliable foundation
for growth and business continuity.
PCs powered by the Intel vPro® platform meet the demands of today’s dynamic business environment.
The unrivaled Intel vPro® platform features built-in, enhanced security solutions, runs on architecture that
delivers the performance to promote workforce productivity, and helps lower total cost of ownership.

Business-class performance
Increase productivity and improve
the employee experience wherever
work happens.

Modern manageability for IT
Cost-effective device management
from initial provisioning to retirement,
wherever devices are.

A built-in, more secure foundation
The Intel vPro® platform offers more
heavyweight protection of valuable
corporate assets with comprehensive
hardware-enhanced security features.

Reliable, stable platforms
Cross-industry validation of rigorous use
cases and hardware interoperability help
keep systems stable, even in variable
system environments.
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The Intel vPro® platform advantage
With business-class desktops based on 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® processors, businesses can
empower their employees to get more work done — wherever work happens — with innovations
that provide:

Business-class performance
for amazing productivity and collaboration
Comprehensive hardware-based security features
that businesses depend on
Powerful user experiences
across the entire organization

Designed with IT in mind
Today’s agile IT management teams are highly capable of a wide range of critical fleet maintenance and support
responsibilities, but taking on time-consuming tactical activities and day-to-day tasks can be a challenge.
The Intel vPro® platform is an unrivaled platform for business. Through a superset of integrated and
complementary products and technologies, IT gains the tools it needs to help secure devices and business
data, simplify fleet manageability, and keep employees productive from anywhere. This level of granular
asset control also enables IT to better implement corporate policies — including custom imaging, enabling
security services, and device provisioning — and manage machine lifecycle complexities with confidence.
The Intel vPro® platform is also highly flexible and scalable, allowing IT to customize devices to meet
specialized end user requirements across various industries.
By intelligently investing in efficient IT solutions that enable IT teams to work smarter, businesses can
better innovate, boost overall effectiveness, ensure business continuity, and grow.
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Groundbreaking performance and
amazing collaboration for business
The 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® i9 processor is the world’s best desktop processor.1 With an impressive leap
in CPU performance, powerful new integrated graphics that bring new levels of 3D and media performance,
AI acceleration, and next-gen connectivity and responsiveness, 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® processors allow
your workforce to get more work done together from anywhere.

Advanced performance and collaboration features
`

New processor core architecture transforms hardware and software efficiency, delivering s ignificant
gains in real-world performance that lets your workforce do more work, wherever work happens.

`

Intel® Xe graphics architecture creates more immersive work experiences with improved device
performance, rich media and intelligent graphics capabilities, and built-in support for multiple highresolution monitors.

`

Discrete Intel Thunderbolt™ 4 technology helps employees stay in their productivity zone, allowing
them to quickly charge their devices or connect to any display or data device through one universal
computer port.

`

Integrated Intel® Wi-Fi 6 / Discrete Intel® Wi-Fi 6E (Gig+) helps users collaborate seamlessly with
ultra-fast Gigabit speed, ultra-low latency, ultra-reliable connectivity made possible by the greatest
leap in Wi-Fi technology in 20 years.2

`

Intel® Optane™ memory H20 with SSD helps employees stay more productive while multitasking
thanks to significant gen-over-gen improvements to responsiveness, performance, power
consumption, and storage capacity options.

`

Intel® Deep Learning Boost delivers up to 80% better gen-over-gen AI performance for
more improved bandwidth, increased productivity, and more intelligent, personalized business
PC experiences.3

In Windows-based Desktop devices, based on unique features and performance testing (as of April 7, 2021) on industry benchmarks and
Representative Usage Guides across 3 key usages: productivity, creation, and collaboration of Intel® Core™ vPro® i9-11900, including in comparison
to AMD Ryzen 7 Pro 4750G. Visit www.intel.com/11thgenvPro for details. Results may vary. Ryzen 7 Pro 4750G. Visit www.intel.com/11thgenvPro for
details. Results may vary.

1

As measured by MLPerf v0.7 Inference, Mobile Notebooks, Closed Division with Offline Scenario using OpenVINO 2021.1 Pre framework on
Mobilenet Edge model int8 CPU (Batch=4) on 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i9-11900 Processor vs highest attainable MLPerf v0.7 Inference, Mobile
Notebooks, Closed Division with Offline Scenario using OpenVINO 2021.1 Pre framework on Mobilenet Edge model int8 CPU (Batch=4) on 10th Gen
Intel® Core™ vPro® i9-10900 processor.

3

Not all features are available on all SKUs. Please check with your OEM for availability. See “Notices and disclaimers” for full configuration details.
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Comprehensive security that businesses
depend on yesterday, today, and tomorrow
Intel® Hardware Shield, available exclusively on the Intel vPro® platform, provides comprehensive
hardware-based security for business. Managed and unmanaged IT teams can better protect end user
devices, data, and productivity with full-stack security features designed to provide serious peace of
mind, including:
`

Advanced threat detection*

`

Application and data protection*

`

Below-the-OS security

Advanced Security Features:
`

Intel® Active Management Technology with Intel® Endpoint Management Assistant** enhances
your IT team’s ability to remotely and securely access, repair, and maintain your PC fleet. Intel® Active
Management Technology is the only solution with remote remediation to return your PCs to a known
good state, no matter where your employees are working — even when the OS is down.4

`

Intel® Threat Detection Technology, part of Intel® Hardware Shield, provides IT teams with near
real-time insights about end user devices. With the industry's first silicon-enabled AI threat detection,
provided only by Intel, this enhanced security feature takes full advantage of the advanced telemetry
capabilities of Intel® Hardware Shield by augmenting ISV solutions to help stop ransomware and
cryptomining attacks.5

* Intel® Control-Flow Enforcement Technology (Intel® CET) and Intel® Total Memory Encryption (Intel® TME) are not included with
Intel® Hardware Shield on 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® S-series processors.
** Intel® AMT requires a network connection; must be a known network for Wi-Fi out-of-band management. Learn more at
www.intel.com/11thgenvPro. Results may vary.
Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. Learn more at www.intel.com/PerformanceIndex.
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Powerful user experiences across
the entire organization
Today’s workforce expects a lot out of their business PCs. The latest generation of Intel processor
technology provides flexibility, device stability, and enhanced capabilities that make powerful user
experiences available to your employees — whether they’re mainstream users with modern home
office setups, professional multitaskers running multiple programs at once on multi-monitor setups,
or “power users” with resource-intensive data analysis, engineering, finance, visual effects production,
or content creation workloads.

Why desktops?
While much of the modern workforce grows increasingly mobile, there’s still a strong case for businesses
across many industries to continue investing in stationary PCs. Business-class desktops powered by 11th
Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® processors allow you to:
`

Equip your workforce with scalable technology — 11th Gen Intel® Core™ vPro® S-series processors
have the flexibility to support heavy workloads as well as additional memory, storage, peripherals, and
multi-monitor options.

`

Optimize your IT spend — IT decision makers can specify and customize desktop devices according to
specific usage requirements, allowing businesses to deliver powerful device functionality and stability
without sacrificing performance.

`

Help secure business data — A desktop PC’s stationary nature comes with inherent device security
benefits, and enhanced cloud-based remote manageability features provide additional protection for
your PC fleet.

Reliable stability
Intel® Stable IT Platform Program (Intel® SIPP) is an integrated validation platform that helps IT manage
computer lifecycle complexities with confidence by ensuring optimal device stability and reliability for all
users. Intel works collaboratively with OEM partners to certify that devices are built to give IT and end users
the stability and reliability of a true business-class device, which is why Intel® SIPP aims for zero hardware
changes for at least 15 months or until the next generational release.
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11th Gen Intel® vPro® platform for
S-series desktop processors
Features overview

Performance

Security

• Intel® Core™ vPro® processors
• Intel® Wireless-AC or Intel® Wireless-AX
• Intel® Ethernet Connection
• Intel® solid state drives (SSDs)
• Intel® Xe graphics architecture
• Integrated Wi-Fi 6 / Discrete Wi-Fi 6E (Gig+)
• Intel® Optane™ memory H20 with SSD*
• Discrete Intel Thunderbolt™ 4 technology
• Intel® Deep Learning Boost

• Intel® Hardware Shield includes:
• Intel® Threat Detection Technology
• Intel® Runtime BIOS Resilience
• Intel® Trusted Execution Technology
• Intel® System Security Report
• Intel® System Resource Defense
• Intel® Virtualization Technology
• Intel® Trusted Supply Chain (eligible SKUs)

Manageability

Stability

• Intel® Active Management Technology
(Intel® AMT)**
• Intel® Endpoint Management Assistant
(Intel® EMA)
• Intel® Setup and Configuration Software
(Intel® SCS)
• Intel® Manageability Commander
• Intel® Remote Secure Erase

• Intel® Stable IT Platform Program
(Intel® SIPP)
• Microsoft Windows 10 Validation Program

* Intel® Optane™ memory H20 with SSD is optional.
** Intel® AMT requires a network connection; must be a known network for Wi-Fi out-of-band management. Learn more at www.intel.com/11thgenvPro.
Results may vary.
Not all features are available on all SKUs. Please check with your OEM for availability. See “Notices and disclaimers” for full configuration details.
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Better business-class
desktop experiences
start here
with the unrivaled
Intel vPro® platform
Learn more at www.intel.com/11thgenvPro

Notices and disclaimers
In Windows-based Desktop devices, based on unique features and performance testing (as of April 7, 2021) on industry benchmarks and Representative
Usage Guides across 3 key usages: productivity, creation, and collaboration of Intel® Core™ vPro® i9-11900, including in comparison to AMD Ryzen 7 Pro
4750G. Visit www.intel.com/11thgenvPro for details. Results may vary.

1

2

See www.intel.com/PerformanceIndex (connectivity). Results may vary.

Performance results are based on testing as of April 7, 2021 and may not reflect all publicly available updates. No product can be absolutely secure.
Results may vary.

3

A. Processor: 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i9-11900 processor (RKL-S) PL1=65W TDP, 8C16T; Motherboard: Pre- production Asus Q570; Memory: G. Skill
DDR4 CL 14-14-14-34, 2X 16 GB DDR4- 2933MHz; Graphics: Integrated UHD 750, Graphics Driver: 27.20.100.9127 Storage: Intel SSD 905P 960GB;
Display Resolution: 1920x1080; OS: Microsoft Windows 10 Pro 20H2 19042.685; BIOS version 601
B. Processor: 10th Gen Intel® Core™ i9-10900 processor (CML-S) PL1= 65W TDP, 10C20T, Motherboard: Production Asus Q470MC; Memory: G. Skill
DDR4 CL 14-14-14-34, 2X 16 GB DDR4-2933 MHz; Graphics Integrated UHD 630 Graphics Driver: 27.20.100.9127, Storage: Intel SSD 905P 960GB;
Display Resolution: 1920x1080; OS: Microsoft Windows 10 Pro 20H2 19042.685; BIOS version 1602
As measured by IOActive study (commissioned by Intel) of in-band software-based remote management functions; out-of-band hardware-based remote
management functions; and cloud-based support on Windows-based PCs. AMT requires a network connection; must be a known network for WiFi out-ofband management. Learn more at www.intel.com/11thgenvPro. Results may vary.

4

In thin & light Windows-based PCs, based on December 2020 IOActive study (commissioned by Intel) comparing malware detection by 11th Gen Intel®
Core™ vPro® platform with Intel® TDT and AMD Ryzen Pro 4750U-based system. Visit www.intel.com/11thgenvPro for details on Intel's industry-leading
CPU behavior monitoring technology. Results may vary.
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All information provided here is subject to change without notice. Contact your Intel representative to obtain the latest Intel product specifications,
roadmaps, and related information.
See backup for workloads and configurations. Results may vary.
For workloads and configurations visit www.intel.com/PerformanceIndex. Results may vary.
Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. Learn more at www.intel.com/PerformanceIndex.
Performance results are based on testing as of dates shown in configurations and may not reflect all publicly available updates. See backup for
configuration details. No product or component can be absolutely secure.
Your costs and results may vary.
Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.
Intel contributes to the development of benchmarks by participating in, sponsoring, and/or contributing technical support to various benchmarking
groups, including the BenchmarkXPRT Development Community administered by Principled Technologies.
© Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Other names and brands may be
claimed as the property of others.
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